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ABSTRACT
ARCHITECTS AND ENERGY: ISSUES AND PROPOSALS
By WEI-I CHIU
Submitted to the Department of Architecture on
22 January 1975, in partial fulfillment of the require-
ments for the degree of Master of Architecture.
In the aftermath of the 1973-74 winter fuel shortage
and the formation of the Middle East oil cartel, there
has been a growing worldwide concern with the social,
political and economic consequences of energy availabil-
ity. As part of that increased sensitivity, architects,
planners and other professionals involved with the design
of the physical environment have attempted to identify
methods by which energy consumption may be minimized
in buildings.
This thesis is an attempt to examine the relation-
ship of architects to the energy issue: to review the
present methods by which the profession is attempting to
make a contribution to energy conservation; to elucidate
what the author feels are the inherent restrictions in
the traditional roles and practices of today's architect
which prevent him from making a more significant contri-
bution; and to make some projection about the implications
which the author feels are inherent in the energy
debate regarding the future attitudes and roles of
designers and the built forms which they shape.
Thesis Supervisor... .. ............................
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PREFACE
This thesis is an attempt to examine a number of
ostensibly unrelated issues concerning the built
environment which in the author's opinion have developed
a common kinship in the energy crisis.
The first issue is the energy crisis itself and
the resulting activity it has generated in search of
solutions for reducing our present levels of energy
consumption and for developing new technologies for
future energy production. Architects in particular are
vulnerable to energy considerations because of the large
percentage of energy consumed by and in the built environ-
ment. Part I of this work then examines the current
methods for energy conservation in the built environ-
ment which are principally within the jurisdiction of
the professional designer, and goes on to assess the
limitations of these methods given current practices and
roles.
Part II of this work looks at a number of existing
trends in physical planning. Quite apart from energy
considerations per se, there have been trends towards
increasing community densities manifested in Planned
Unit Developments, New Towns, and New-Towns-In-Town.
These developments manifest the increasingly widespread
recognition of the future problems of physically
accommodating a growing population given finite resources
of land. Included in this section is an evalution of
the potential impact that such developments would have
on energy consumption in the built environment. The
brief analysis presented indicates that there are poten-
tially far greater energy savings at minimum cost through
long teen land-use decisions than via the myriad of
short term methods currently being pursued. This is not
to deny the validity or importance of the short term
methods, but an underlying message in this work is that
our inherited tradition of thinking there will always
be a technological solution for our problems is fallatious
given the exigencies of the energy crisis.
Part III then examines what the implications of
technological developments in the area of non-polluting,
non-depletable power sources (e.g. , solar and wind) and
of energy conservation methods via the design process
are for future built environments. Both of these stra-
tegies are predicated on perpetual access to natural
environmental forces, which given our current patterns
of haphazard and fragmented urban growth and our current
inability to predict the interaction of built forms, is
a wholly untenable premise.
Finally Part IV reviews the basic concepts of an
urban growth model predicated on ecological principles
which its author believes could serve to guide the future
development of our higher density communities. The model
at the moment is only a theoretical planning framework
and would require extensive testing and evaluation before
implementation. But precisely because of the time
necessary for such an examination, the essential message
of this work is that that effort - and alternative - must
begin now.
THE THESIS PROCESS

The genesis of this thesis lies in two ostensibly
unrelated thoughts which in my mind were brought to-
gether by energy issues. The first is a long-standing
personal sympathy with ecological issues in general.
The premises and biases of such an attitude are self-
evident and need no further explanation. However, the
second thought is more subjective and deals with
abstract and personal notions about the design process
and product.
One of the recurring themes in design studies at
M.I.T. is that there is an alternative way to designing
the built environment than that which seems to have
developed from a machine age ethic and which pervades
and dominates the profession today. The theme is one
in which the qualitative characteristics of the built
environment can and should be enhanced by a systematic
attempt to increase the diversity, reintroduce residen-
tial/human scale, and provide an organized range of built
options in our physical environment, all aimed at pro-
viding a more personalized sense of our built spaces.
To a large extent, these attitudes are expressed in
natural analogues; to wit, "habitable fields,""rocks
and sand," and enabling forms." The reasons seem clear
enough: the natural world is promulgated as a model
for conceptualizing the more desireable qualities of the
man-made environment.
My interest in energy issues per se evolved some-
what parenthetically from this recognition, that the
natural world could serve as a highly diversified model
for the qualities of the man-made environment, but also
from the understanding that natural forces provided
essential clues for the genesis of the design process.
I mean this in more than the sense of locating the
seasonal solar path which seemed to be the extent of
the consideration in most design studios. The AIA Climate
Control Project, for instance, detailed the implications
of seasonal and diurnal climatic variation for built
forms and although it focussed principally on single-
family residential dwellings, it provided for me one of
the first rational bases for making design decisions (i.e.,
materials, size and shape of openings, etc.) other than
heretofore seemingly quixotic and idiosyncratic aesthetic
value judgments.
The problem however was obvious that although the
principles of natural conditioning were well known, it
was virtually impossible to implement them in all but
the most ideal situations, e.g., the rurally located,
detached residential dwelling.
I make no pretense of thinking this was a particular-
ly astute or unique observation on my part. But it
seemed also obvious that the sudden furor over energy
issues in the built environment was to a large degree
the inevitable consequence of ignoring the vast poten-
tial of natural conditioning of our buildings. This
thesis therefore began partially as a search for more of
the kind of information available in the Climate Control
Project, but also to see if the exigencies of the present
energy crisis had precipitated any renewed investigation
into the natural conditioning principles for our more
densely populated environments.
I began the research for this work during the late
spring and summer of 1974, including two weeks in
Washington, D. C., where I worked out of the offices of
the AIA Research Corporation. The primary intent of the
research was not to prove or disprove any specific
hypothesis, but only to develop a solid understanding
of research efforts in the energy area as they related
to architects. (Because of the apparent suddenness and
complexity of energy issues, there is no visible clear-
inghouse of information to date. Work is being done in
a diverse number of areas by a variety of individuals
and agencies in the private and public sector. Most
of the literature therefore is from scattered sources,
often in the form of typewritten privately published
papers.)
The most obvious and personally troubling observa-
tion which resulted from my research was that the funda-
mental and primary focus of professionals involved with
energy considerations in the built environment was on
technological solutions. I have taken a stance on that
issue in the body of this work, so there is little need
for much more elaboration here. However, what being
cognizant of this focus did was to prompt me to find an
alternative. That led me to the work of Ralph Knowles.
The recurring dilemma in doing this thesis was
finding a proper vehicle for communicating the infor-
mation I knew and the attitudes I felt. Two options
while seemingly obvious involved two different attitu-
dinal bases.
Option one was a design project which would illus-
trate as much of the information I had learned about the
implementation, various means and techniques of energy
conservation measures. This approach had the advan-
tages of being quantifiably proveable, having clear goals,
and having potential use as a model and method for other
budding professionals wending their way for the first
time through the oftentimes conflicting demands of
ecological, programmatic and social goals. The disad-
vantage of designing a single building using existing
short-term energy conservation measures was that I would
be unable to communicate the long range alternatives
and the trends which are making these radical proposals
more and more viable.
The second option--to deal with the longer term
implications of energy issues--had seemingly all disad-
vantages. There was as yet no quantifiable data to
prove or disprove the validity of Knowles' approach and/
or the necessity for a long term land use solution;
there were few individuals concerned with the built
environment who were attempting any similar research;
and finally, I would be attempting to document and defend
an alternative which bridged more fields than I know.
The result of choosing this option, as one person noted,
is coming up over and over again against "theoretical binds,"
which I now think are the basic conflicts inherent in the
energy dilemma.
Initially I attempted to do both alternatives.
Needless to say, it was an overly ambitious task with
resulting weaknesses. I feel a great deal of dissatis-
faction and frustration for instance in the lack of a
"finished product"--neither a fully worked out design,
nor a resolution of the major conflicts and/or a
convincing and tested argument for Knowles' proposal.
With hindsight my decision to emphasize the urban
growth strategy was the personally most rewarding one.
I felt the impetus to do so because it seemed obvious
that the mechanisms and justification for such an approach
already existed, but were being looked at for other
ostensible unconnected reasons. I was trying to put
the package together and at least suggest that a rela-
tionship existed because of energy concerns.
There is no doubt that energy issues will ulti-
mately force us to re-evaluate our societal values.
The only question is when that will take place, or what
event will be extensive enough to precipitate the shift.
Right now major corporations have intense interest in new
materials and technology because of their recognition
of the potential profits. That may well be the only
incentive which will prompt future wide-spread action.
At least what ecologists have long been saying about
man's symbiotic relationship with spaceship Earth needs
to be re-emphasized and the alternatives publicized.
PART I. INTRODUCTION
1.1. The Energy Crisis
For most people living in the industrialized nations
of the world, the fuel shortage of 1973-74 meant only
immediate and somewhat temporary inconveniences in the
form of lower thermostats, slower driving and more
expensive fuels. And for many of us it was easy and
perhaps justifiable to remain cynical about the apparent
economic incentives behind the fuel shortages. But for
professionals involved in the study of energy resources,
the 1973-74 fuel crisis was a long predicted phenomenon,
although not expected even by them until the 1980's.
It was abundantly clear to these individuals that
our exponentially increasing consumption of fossil fuels
to maintain a high-technology, industrialized society
would lead to the inevitable exhaustion of the finite
resources of the world. But it took a major fuel crisis
and the slowly emerging political and economic consequences
of such developments as the Organization of Petroleum
Exporting Countries (OPEC) oil cartel to bring that fact
home to the common man and to the nation's political
leaders. Today, energy related issues are an inextricable
part of the nation's headlines; energy has become a major
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consideration in our daily lives.
As the debate over energy grows and the extensive
impact which it has on social, political and economic
policy becomes apparent, the more ominous implications of
the 1973-74 fuel crisis have finally begun to emerge.
Ecologists and others involved with the study of
the natural environment have seen the exponential
growth of energy use as only one more manifestation of
our flagrant despoliation of the natural environment
in the name of technological efficiency and in pursuit
of a higher standard of living. At stake to them is not
merely the future availability of fossil fuels, but the
balance of Nature's ecosystem, the future habitability of
this planet, and the continued survival of Man.
Their concern is well founded.
The principal characteristic of any exponential
growth pattern - whether population growth or energy
consumption - is the existence of a "doubling time".
This is the fixed time interval in which the relevant
system variables doubles in value and its significance
is that the system variable
... can continue through many doubling intervals
without seeming to reach significant size. But
then in one or two more doubling periods,
still following the same law of expo nential growth,
it suddenly can become overwhelming.
Primarily for this reason, the energy crisis
appeared to materialize so suddenly; but also for this
reason, the critical period - when the total depletion
of the world's resources is finally seen as imminent -
appears deceptively to be in the remote future.
To date the perceived response of political leaders
and energy policy makers in this country is epitomized
by Project Independence, the effort to make the United
States an energy self-sufficient nation by the end of the
decade. The emphasis of such an approach is the further
development of energy production technologies, seemingly
at the expense of promulgating immediate conservation
measures or refining existing technologies to increase
their efficiencies. For the environmentalists moreover,
all these approaches fail to address what they believe
is the most portentous implication of the energy crisis:
that our time is running out and that any long term
"solution" may well require radical measures - many of
which may be counter to our basic societal values - which
need to be implemented now.
... as late as 1975 [Q] there will appear to be
reserves fully ample enough to last for considerably
longer. Such a situation can easily lull one
into a false sense of security and the belief that
a given growth rate can be sustained, if not
indefinitely, at least for a good deal longer than
is actually the case.3 (brackets mine)
Thus energy policy seems to have two time scales:
what needs to be done now to delay the critical depletion
time as long as possible and what longer term efforts
need to be investigated so that their implementation can
be effected as soon as possible.
The Relationship of Energy Issues to Architects
For architects, planners and other professionals
involved with the built environment, energy issues have
particular significance. An anlysis of annual United
States energy consumption shows that fully one-third of
our national energy use is for the creation and mainte-
nance of the built environment. Add to that the indirect
effects of our planning decisions on the consumption of
energy in transportation and related sectors and it can
be seen that some forty to fifty percent of the annual
United States energy budget falls directly or indirectly
within the professional jurisdiction of the designer.
In the short term, this relationship between the
design professional and energy consumption has pregnant
economic implications for buildings which are lighted,
heated and cooled by increasingly costlier and scarce
fossil fuels. In the longer term, our depletion of
finite fuel supplies and its attendant consequences for
the natural environment are in direct conflict with what
I believe is the philosophical raison d'etre of the design
process - the effort to enrich the future experiences of
man by the enlightened physical accommodation of his life's
activities.
The structures we design and build today are the
legacy of future generations:
The result of the architectural process is
spaces for people to play, work, worship, learn and
live out the private portions of their lives.
Such man-made and man-occupied spaces are a part
of the life support system for the human race, a
system shaped, supplemented, assembled, and
supplied by the professional designer:+
Implicit then in the design effort is the expectation of
the future habitability of this planet, a condition
increasingly jeapordized by our continued depletion of
finite world resources and the concomitant despoliation
of the natural environment.
Residential and
commercial
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PART II. THE STATE-OF-THE-ART INVOLVEMENT
To date, the focus of professionals concerned with
energy consumption in the built environment has been
principally in two areas:
1) The development and implementation of new
technologies and materials for use in buildings.
2) The identification of energy conservation
measures either by refinement of existing
technologies or by reconsideration of tradi-
tional design parameters (site planning, build-
ing configuration, orientation, etc.).
The development and implementation of new techno-
logies and materials has probably received the widest
publicity to date. Renewed interest in solar and wind
power, for instance, has been spawned by the recognition
of the essentially non-depletable, non-polluting
characteristics of these alternative power producing
technologies. New material development (e.g., coated
reflecting glazing materials) manifests the effort to
find alternative hardware more energy sensitive than
traditional materials for use in buildings.
There are limitations to all of these efforts at
present, primarily resulting from their somewhat
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embryonic stage of development and resulting economic
disincentives for their use. Solar and wind power pro-
ponents, for instance, have focused the application of
these technologies in the rurally located, detached
residential sector. This is because the higher initial
economic cost of these new technologies make them un-
appealing where traditional power supplies are readily
available. Moreover, the individual residence has
energy demands which are presently within the capabili-
ties of the new systems. For the purposes of this
section, therefore, the focus will be on energy conserva-
tion measures which can be implemented at a wider scale.
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II.1 Energy Conservation Methods in the Design Process
Methods of energy conservation in buildings encom-
pass four areas:
1. Changing the physical properties of the struc-
ture.
2. Changing the internal loads or comfort conditions
of the structure.
3. Selecting (or revising) the HVAC systems or
mechanical components to make it more energy
efficient.
4. Changing the operating method (management) of
the buildinds major mechanical and electrical
systems.
At present, the jurisdiction of architectural
decisions lies principally in the first area, and to
a somewhat lesser degree in the third. As a result
the focus of this work will be further refined to
examine methods of energy conservation by a re-exami-
nation of traditional design parameters. By no means
however, does this imply the insignificance of the
other methods. At best the energyissue is a complex
one; there are no simple answers and if there is any
overriding principle it is that any single decision
made for energy-conserving reasons has a host of inter-
related ramifications further down the line. One
should therefore bear in mind that while reduction in
energy utilization may be a primary goal, this can only
be accomplished by a series of inevitable compromises.
Changing the Physical Properties of a Structure
1. Building orientation and configuration
2. Building envelope
3. Building plan
1. Building orientation and configuration
What seems like an elementary fact, that an imagi-
native exploitation of natural conditions and forces can
reduce the need for artificial environmental control,
has been largely lost in the age of sophisticated
mechanical systems. The most visible manifestation
of this is the total similarity of our modern urban
architecture regardless of differences in geographical
location and local climate conditions.
Building orientation and configuration should be a
function of the geographical location of the site, the
specific site characteristics (e.g., topography, site
shape, adjacent buildings/trees, etc.), and the local
influences of the sun and wind.
A minimum overall design objective should be
the use of available natural forces for the internal
conditioning of the building; mechanical systems should
only be relied upon as a supplement to the available
natural forces.
Solar Influence
The intensity, direction, swing, and duration of
sunlight should be the first consideration. Particularly
in urban areas where other climatic factors may not be
readily predictable, solar insolation can become the
major design parameter in any energy conserving scheme.
In northern climates a building should be oriented
to receive as much solar insolation as possible during
critical winter periods. Traditionally this critical
time occurs in January when seasonal and daily temperatures
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are at their lowest. Olgyay in Design with Climate details
more fully the methods of optimizing building orientation
to maximize solar gain during the underheated period
for different regions of the United States.
Once the optimal (permissable) orientation of the
building is decided upon, the second consideration should
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be how this solar energy is to be controlled or collected.
The sun's heat may be beneficial, but glare from direct
sunlight can present visual problems in the interior of
the building. From the inception of the design process,
therefore, some estimation should occur of shading devices
(both internal and external), different building materials
for walls of different orientations (to utilize the
inherent thermal mass characteristics of various building
materials to collect and store solar heat) and the amount
and shape of any fenestration in these walls. It is
axiomatic that any structure sensitive to natural forces
should not be identical on all facades.
Finally the relationship of a building to the outdoor
spaces should maximize the positive solar impact on these
spaces. By using the built form to shelter an open area
from winter winds, but leaving it open to the sun's rays,
the useful season of external spaces -may be greatly
extended.
Wind
The velocity and prevailing directions of winds on
a specific site, together with solar considerations, should
affect the shape and orientation of buildings as well as
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the components of its envelope. In urban areas where
their predictability is marginal, winds may not be as
major a consideration as the sun. However, it should be
understood that winds affect air leakage, and thermal
transmission through the building envelope by reducing the
exterior still-air film on the building surface. Thus
where retention of internal heat is a principle goal,
efforts should be made to increase the "roughness" of
the building surface by using shading devices, surface
textures, window protusions, landscaping, etc., to
decrease the vulnerability of the still-air "blanket."
Conversely, if cooling is a major goal, every effort
should be made to permit natural winds access to the
still-air film. In this way, the winds can remove heat
built up by solar radiation and evaporatively cool the
building by removing moisture on the building skin.
The orientation of a building should permit the
greatest utilization of natural ventilation for the inter-
ior of the building and should maximize the flow of air
through outdoor use spaces in warm weather.
The judicious use of natural landscaping can sig-
nificantly supplement the overall natural variations of
wind and sun by directing and inducing air flows towards
or away from a building and by providing seasonally
adjusted shading. For example, the use of deciduous
trees for their summer shading effect while permitting
winter sun penetration is well known. One study of the
effects of natural landscaping on air flow through
and around built forms is included in Appendix I, along
with data sources for climate and other traditional site
planning parameters.
Building configuration
The relationship of building configuration to energy
issues is reflected in the building's surface to volume
ratio. The optimal energy configuraiton will depend on
the geographical location of the building, the local
climate conditions, and the dominant desired interior
climate condition--heating or cooling.
If the overriding concern is the prevention of
excessive heat loss from the building (i.e., in northern
climates), a minimum building perimeter area, minimum
volume, and therefore minimum surface to volume ratio
will be dictated. This, however, can be challenged by
the desire to maximize building surface area for collec-
tion of winter solar energy.
Conversely, if cooling is a major concern, natural
ventilation will require thin building sections, maximum
exposed exterior surface area, and therefore a maximum
surface to volume ratio.
2. The building envelope
The skin of a building is the threshold between the
man-made internal environment of a building and the
external natural one. Oftentimes the required comfort
levels for the internal environment are similar to those
on the outside. At other times, the required internal
s2
conditions are diametrically opposed to the prevailing
natural one. The building skin therefore should be
perceived as a semi-restrictive membrane whose ideal
property should be the facile regulation of energy
flows from one environment to the-other as desired.
Rarely, however, is this practically possible. The
result is a need for mechanical intervention to supple-
ment the naturally available forces.
Ingeneral, energy flows will move from a higher
state to a lower state without mechanical intervention.
Sometimes, this natural movement is beneficial for the
internal man-made environment, but equally as often
it is not.
In terms of these oftentimes conflicting desires,
energy flows through the building skin may be perceived
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as follows:
positive energy flows: a non-mechanical
transmission of energy through the building
skin which would otherwise have to be mechan-
ically transmitted/provided.
negative energy flows: any transmission of
energy through the building skin which results
in the need for mechanical system operation
to counter the effect of the transmission.
The sign of the flow is not exclusively determined by the
direction of the flow. For example:
a) heat transfer from inside to outside
This is a positive flow when unwanted heat in
the interior is removed by natural convective air
movement to the outside (overheated period). It
is a negative flow when desired heat is conducted
to the outside resulting in the need for mechanical
system operation (underheated period).
b) solar radiation entering a building
This is positive during underheated periods when
the solar heat gain reduces the need for mechanical
system operation.
It is negative during overheated periods when
the added heat may require mechanical ventilation
or cooling of the building.
The dominant practice of contemporary designers is
to calculate the net negative energy flows and provide
mechanical means of off-setting this effect. Positive
energy flows are rarely considered, although the external
conditions often closely match the desired internal
condition. The alternative approach is to design a
building skin which maximizes the advantages of both
positive and negative forces either by active (human
participation) or passive (mechanical, e.g., increased
insulation) means.
Thinking about the building skin in these terms,
that there will be an energy cost for all negative flows
and an energy savings for positive flows, will allow
the designer to evaluate the relative merits of his
design decisions. For example, if heat loss is a critical
issue, windows should be placed to permit maximum solar
entry, but should also have attendant means (e.g., thermal
shutters) for trapping the internal heat at night.
Additionally, there should be some means of controlling
glare--either with internal or external shading devices.
3. Building plan
The arrangement of spaces inside a building can
contribute significantly to minimum energy use for
supplementing available natural conditions.
Three principles should be considered initially.
First, small spatial volumes require much less energy to
change the comfort conditions within them than large
spaces/volumes. Second, the deeper one gets into the
interior of a building, the less dependable are natural
conditioning forces and the benefits derived from them.
(There is, for instance, an upper limit of about eighty
feet in section for effective natural ventilation.)
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Third, some spaces will house activities which benefit
more from natural lighting and ventilation than other
activities/spaces.
In principle then, one should first locate spaces
which programmatically would benefit most from natural
conditioning near the perimeter of a building. In
addition some consideration should be given to the size
of these spaces and the frequency of use associated with
them. If at all possible, large, infrequently used spaces
(e.g., auditoria) should be located in the most interior
parts of the building where external climatic variations
will have the least effect and where these large volumes
will remain close to a steady-state. Smaller spaces
(e.g., offices) should be located near the perimeter
of a building, separated from the larger internal spaces
by low U-value partitions.
Most often, programmatic requirements do not provide
such a heterogenous mix of space sizes. If for instance,
one is designing a commercial building with a virtually
homogenous collection of offices, spaces near the center
of the building should be landscaped with partial
partitions (open office landscaping) in order to imitate
a large volume area, while those small spaces near the
building perimeter should be more completely separated.
In this way, mechanical system manipulation of the comfort
conditions can be concentrated in the peripheral areas to
offset the extremes of external conditions which have
the greatest effect near the building edge. (Open land-
scape plans use 25 percent less light, have increased
natural air flow, and generally require much less mechani-
cal system manipulation for space conditioning than
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conventional floor-ceiling partitioned spaces.)
One can also locate corridors, storage rooms,
parking facilities, and other momentarily used spaces
along edges of the building where the most extreme
variations in natural conditions take place. In northern
climates, these spaces could act as "buffer zones" along
northern edges of the building to mitigate the effects of
this adverse exposure.
The architect can furthermore encourage walking
instead of the use of mechanical, energy consuming
transportation systems in the building by the judicious
use of half-levels and ramps.
Natural Conditioning of Buildings
It is ironic that at about the same time as the
construction of the United Nations Building and the Lever
Brothers tower in New York City, extensive tests were
being conducted elsewhere regarding the natural conditioning
of buildings. Many of these studies are now out-of-
print and their principles have been seemingly forgotten
in our frantic and widespread efforts to mimic the above
prototypes of the American sealed-skyscraper idiom in the
urban environment. Increasingly as energy issues become
of paramount concern for designers, however, these
studies will be invaluable references. The use of
natural forces to condition the internal environment will
be an essential means of energy conservation.
What follows is a synopsis of a study done in the
early 1950's by the Texas Engineering Experiment Station.
Although the tests were directed at the natural ventilation
and daylighting of school buildings, the principles have
great potential application to other building types.
Effects of various geometries on natural ventilation and
lighting
1. Ceiling Heights
a. Air Flow
- within practical limits of classroom
ceiling heights the cooling effects of
slight breezes will dominate any induced
air movement (e.g., thermal currents)
brought about by variations in ceiling
heights. Thus, air flow patterns are
minimallyaffected by ceiling height vari-
ations although different ceiling shapes
will affect the air flow pattern.
b. Unilaterally lighted*
The lower the ceiling., the lower the illumi-
nation and the greater the diversity across
the room.
c. Bilaterally lighted
Similar conditions to b. above but to less
degree.
2. Classroom Depths
a. Air flow
Classroom depth has little effect on air
flow, although the number of room air changes
is conversely proportional to the room
depth if all other dimensions are equal.
b. Unilaterally lighted
The effects of classroom depth given constant
ceiling height are similar to the effects
when depth was constant and the ceiling heights
were varied. For example, the illumination
decreases the deeper the room and the diversity
increases.
*
Unilateral here means lit by windows on one wall;
bilateral means lit by windows on two walls.
3. Classroom Lengths
a. Air flow
Classroom length affects air flow only when
outside air moves diagonally to the class-
room. This creates a wind shadow. The
longer the classroom, the less the wind
shadow because of eddying effects. Thus
long classrooms are generally ineffective
for hot weather cooling comfort.
b. Long unilaterally lighted classrooms have
higher- overall intensities than short ones;
but the diversity is similar in long or
short classrooms.
4. Openings - Two Sides
a. Air flow
In general small inlet openings and large
outlet openings create greatest air flow.
b. Lighting
Where there is a main source of light,
as the supplementary source is increased
in size, the intensity will increase and
the diversity will decrease.
5. Sloping Ceilings
Have minimal impact on either natural lighting
or natural ventilation.
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6. Overhangs
a. Air flow
Overhangs sometimes hinder, sometimes
assist desirable air flow. Depends on type
and configuration of overhang.
b. Lighting
In both unilaterally and bilaterally lighted
classrooms overhangs decrease intensity of
light, but increase diversity. For bilateral
conditions this can be beneficial; for uni-
laterallight intensities drop dangerously
low.
7. Solids and Voids
Air flow pattern affected by direction of wind
as well as type of opening. Regardless of outlet
location, air flow determined by inlet position.
Strip windows allow more evenly distributed air
flow and illumination.
8. Window Types
See illustration, p.
9. Double Loaded Corridors
Can be used as an air/light plenum as well as
being multi-functional.
10. Reflectivities
Ceiling is most sensitive; then in decreasing
order of importance, back walls in unilateral
lighting situations,side walls in bilateral
lighting situations. Floors have minimal effect.
Implementation of Energy Conserving Methods
The foregoing discussion was of necessity a general
description of these design parameters which have a
potential impact on energy use in buildings. These were
highlighted in order that the designer could consider
the energy relationships of his/her initial design
decisions from the inception of the design process. By
no means however was the list meant to be a comprehen-
sive method leading automatically to minimal energy use;
conservation methods form a broad spectrum ranging from
the simple ideas and tradeoffs listed here to much more
complex manipulations of mechanical systems and controls.
The actual implementation of any energy conserving
scheme requires more specific information and may in
fact be severely limited by other inputs to the design
process. Existing site conditions, for instance, may
totally preclude any manipulation of building orientation
or configuration; programmatic considerations may compete
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CLASSROOM DEPTHS
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The results of tests as
recorded in t h e a e
cross sectional graphs
prove that as the
depth is increased in
unilaterally lighted
classrooms. the illum-
iation decreases. Al-
so, as the depth is
increased. the drop
of illumination (diver-
sity) across the class-
room increases. Note
the drop for the 24-
foot deep classroom
is 2.6 to 1 compared
to a drop of 3 to I for
the 32-foot deep class-
room.
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CLASSROOM LENGTHS
12'CEILING - 24'DEPTH
In order to find the ei-
focts of classroom
lengths. tests were con-
ducted on classrooms 36
feet long, 28 feet long.
and 20 feet long. Here
are the results. They sim-
ply mean that long un-
ilaterally lighted class-
rooms have somewhat
higher over-all intensi-
ties than short ones.
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The length of a classroom. when proper
openings are provided, has very little
effect on inside air flow whon the wind
Is perpendicular to the windo-v wall.
But. if the outside air flow is diagonal
to the classroom, as shown here, there
Is a wind shadow set up within the
room. Generally. the slow moving air
within these wind shadows is relatively
Ineffective for comfort in hot weather,
and the longer the classroom. the more
area it will have free of wind shadows.
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These diarammatic cros sections show that it air flow is to
be realized through a clasxroom. there must be outlet open.
tngs as well as inlet opeisngs. They show also that with a
given amount of inlet openings. as the area of the outlet
epenings is increased. the air flow through the room is in-
creased. rigures in the air stream indicate relative air
speeds in terms of percentage of uninterrupted outside speed.
These graphs illustrate the point that if a cletstem bee
large windows on one side as the main source of light. and
small windows on the other side as a supplememtryl
source, the intensity throughout the rem increases ad
diversity decreases when the area of the suppleea"y
light source is increased.
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According to tests in
this experiment. slop-
ing ceilings have very
little affect on light-
ing. The diagrams
here show the results
when the ceiling was
dropped on one side
of a unilaterally light-
ed classroom from 12
feet to 7 feet.
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These diagrammatic
cross sections show
the effects on interior
air flow caused by
different type s u n
hoods. These cross
sections are similar
to a glass block fene.
stration. During hot
school months. the
downward patterns
are desirable since
air movement in the
living zone causes a
sensation of cooling.
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"Do overhangs hurt intetor lightssig?' The results of the
fesing illuirated here sy -ornetimrs they do. For example.
a $-lool overhang cut dowi the lghtinq at a point near the
window 39 per cent and at a point nea the oppoakse wall
22 pro cent. 11 is interesting to note therefore, that the gen-
eal illumination to reduced. but the distribuion to improved.
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Reults of tests show that since bilateral situations produce
such high intensities. the disadvantage of the overbau cut-
ting down intensities at interior points may be ebiset by the
advantage oI the overhangs improving distributibos. In
short. overhangs may function quite satisilatoriy la bfuteamd
Interior air flow is affected by the proportion of the solids to
the voids. This should emphasize the importance of the
location of inlet openings.
SOLIDS AND VOIDS
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Those diagrams show the relative unimportance of the loca-
tion of outlet openings. In all three cases. the inlet opening
Is the controlling factor, and regardless of the location of the
outlet opening, the air flow pattern is the same through the
majority of the room. ,
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Strip windows provide substantially more illumination in a classroom than do
punched-hole windows.
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WINDOW TYPES Windows control in.terior air flow. These
diagrams show that
some windows can
control the direction
of the air flow like a
nozzle on a water
hose, and the direc-
tion of the flow
through the windows
determines the inter-
ior air flow pattern
through the c l a a s -
room.
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These diagrams show the natural lighting and natural venti-
lation performance of an elementary school in Elk City.
Oklahoma. The flow diagrams are results of tests made in
the design stage. The diagram on the left indicates the re-
suits of the first test. Because of the kinetic energy of the
wind. only the last two classrooms received a substantial
movement of air. The middle diagram shows what happened
to the air flow when an office structure was placed in the
large corridor. A more balanced distribution was the result
except the classrooms did not receive an over-all distribution
of air. The-results of the third test shown by the diagram on
the right show a much more even flow of air through the
classroom. This was brought about through continuous slots
in the partition walls. (See accompanying illustration.) The
bottom diagram shows the results of the test for natural
lighting. In addition to the windows as a light source. a
continuous sky light was provided to help light the large
multipurpose corridor and supplement the light in the class-
room.
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Here are six ways for facilitating cross ventilation of class-
rooms In a double-loaded corridor situation. The top or-
reagement seems to be quite satisfactory as the flow of air
Is along the living zone at fairly high speeds. The second
errangement. because of the vane type window opening.
makes the left classroom undesirable since the air stream
will be over the children's heads. The next to the last or-
reagement is particularly interesting since good performance
ay be achieved through a system of staggered corridor
partitions. Through such an arrangement. the corridor may
fleed a sound trap between the classrooms.
DOUBLE LOADED CORRIDORS
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Ner* is a lighting and ventilation analysis for a proposed double-loaded classroom
errengement in Miami, Oklahoma designed by Caudill. Rowlett. Scott 6 Associates.
As the air flow diagrams indicate. this scheme is to orient the building so that the
classrooms will be perpendicular to the wind. The air enters the classroom on the
wiadward side. flows over the corridor and into the classroom on the leeward side.
Thre different situations were tested. The second diagram shows results where
tb air flows through a system of egg-crate louvers. The third diagram shows re-
suite of the tests on 6 graduated vane type louver. The bottom diagram shows the
mults of the lighting tests. The corridor here. in effect. is a light plenum chamber.
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These five graphs show the results of a
series of tests which conniidered the ef-
fect of the reflectivity of each surface
within a clarsroom independently of all
other surfaces. The top graph repre-
sents the illumination within the room
when all surfaces are of maximum re-
flectivity. The other graphs show the
decrease of il'umination caused by var-
iation to minimum reflectivity of each
surface. From this study, the relative
importance of the various room sur-
faces, in regard to reflection can be de-
termined. Concerning the unilateral sit-
uation. the ceiling appears to be the
most important reflecting surface with
the back wall as a runner-up because
of its creation of a critical point near
the back wall and a greater increase in
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Thos.e graphs show the results of the
reflectivity studies in a bilateral situa.
tion. Again. the ceiling is the most im-
portant reflecting surface although the
darker ceiling doesn't affect the inten-
sitj quite as much as in the unilateral
situation. The back wall in this case
does not have the importance as in the
unilateral situation, and the side walls
seem to hold second place. In both
unilateral and bilateral situations Ahe
f'oors seem to be of about equal im-
portance.
with the optimal energy layout of internal spaces. The
options for the designer then are more severely limited.
An energy conserving objective may be realized under
these conditions by mechanical system manipulation or a
change of interior comfort standards or mechanical systems
management practices.
(One of the initial aspirations of this thesis was
to illustrate the application of energy-conservation prin-
ciples in the design of an urban high school. It was
hoped that the documentation of the design process would
illustrate how decisions were made regarding inevitable
energy tradeoffs viz-a-viz programmatic and other specific
design constraints. Unfortunately time did not allow the
development of this design beyond a schematic stage.
Information related to this effort is in Appendix II.)
11.2. Assessment of the Architectural Involvement:
Perceived Limitations of Present Architectural
Potential to Implement Energy Conserving Methods.
A recent study by Arthur D. Little, Inc. on energy
consumption patterns in the residential and commercial
sector included a survey of architects and their percep-
tions of their capability to contribute to energy
conservation in the built environment. What follows
is a summary of the findings.
In general, the architectural profession was
sensitive to energy issues but lacked "the detailed
knowledge to apply conservation measures with any degree
of sophistication." This appears to be true for a
number of reasons.
First, the architects surveyed perceived their
roles as primarily the servant to the client. Without
interest on his/her part, there was little the pro-
fessional designer could do to invest the time and
energies (!) required to work out a more energy conserving
scheme. The design task was seen as difficult enough in
meeting first cost and programmatic objectives without
the added complication of energy conserving methods,
none of which had been sufficiently or clearly identified
in any discernible priority.
Second, many aspects of the building process are
delegated to independent parties whose work/products may
have greater energy implications than traditional
architectural design decisions. Mechanical engineers,
for instance, design the mechanical system and its
controls. Similarly, manufacturers of building compo-
nents may' have little or no incentive to consider
energy implications of their products.
Third, there is a problem of existing codes.
Many of the existing standards require excessive use of
materials or energy to meet their requirements. It is
generally agreed that structures are overdesigned even
in excess of generous safety requirements. This results
in a waste of materials which required energy for
production. A school which wishes to use natural light-
ing may have to meet local codes which have adopted
Illumination Engineers' Society (IES) standards. These
standards have increased continually over the past
twenty years but there is no physiological evidence
for a need for the current recommended levels. The
result is excessive lighting and energy waste.
Finally, the architect has virtually no control over
the management of the building and only indirectly an
influence on the building's use pattern. Both of these
areas can offset any energy conserving measures which
have been implemented in the building design.
Architects agreed that under optimal conditions
they would be able to reduce energy consumption in
new buildings by 30 to 50 percent (15 to 25 percent
in existing Ecommercial structures) by "intelligent
and skillful" design with a modest increase in the
first cost of the new building. However, the "conceptual
premise upon which this is based appears to be that
mechanical systems. . . are used only to supplement natural
10
conditions." (italics mine)
Potential Areas of Energy Conservation
The architects surveyed also agreed that energy
conservation is possible in every phase of the building
process (i.e., regional and urban planning, building
planning and design, building use patterns, and demo-
lition and renewal). However, they noted that planning
decisions may have the greatest impact on overall energy
consumption in the built environment.
"One architect estimated that about 4 percent of
all energy used (or 16 percent of energy consumed in
transportation) is the direct result of planning
decisions. Irrespective of measures taken within
individual buildings to conserve energy, increased
decentralization of development . . . will increase
Il
energy consumption."
To date the principle -focus of professionals
concerned with energy consumption in the built
environment has been the individual building per se.
As the ADL survey indicates, any energy savings are
premised on the ability to use natural forces for the
conditioning of a building's internal environment.
Although in theory this has been shown to be possible
(e.g., the studies on the natural conditioning of
buildings presented earlier), we are limited in our
ability to rely on these forces by our present haphazard
patterns and fragmented manner of urban growth. The
unpredictability of built form interaction is the
primary cause of our extensive contemporary reliance on
mechanical systems in the physical environment. Irre-
spective of measures we take now to capture solar heat,
to cool by available windsor to illuminate with daylight,
our efforts may well be frustrated by the future construc-
tion of a building on a neighboring site.
This condition has even greater implications for
proponents of the utopian technologies (e.g., solar and
wind power). Although experiments testing the feasibility
of such devices for use in the built environment have
already been or are currently being conducted, these
technologies are premised on perpetual access to the
relevant natural forces.
We have inherited in this industrial society a
tradition of thinking of energy supplies as infinite
and cheap. That in turn has spawned a corollary -
ever so evident in architectural terms - that technology
is the source of our salvation. Architects, and our
society in general, have practiced the best - to use
an analogy - of curative medicine: once we have
diagnosed (created?) the problem, we call on the engi-
neer to effect a cure. This is all too apparent in the
present urban environment where allegedly modern archi-
tecture seems predicated on the ability to seal a
building shut and to mechanically regulate its internal
spaces.
This condition persists, furthermore, in the energy
conservation measures outlined earlier: are the greater
energy benefits to be gained by the traditional archi-
tecutral/design parameters (e.g., site planning, building
orientation, configuration, etc.) or by the manipulation
and refinement of mechanical system (engineering) factors?
Given our current inability to predict the development
of our urban areas, the answer it would seem is self
evident.
What the curative approach totally lacks is any
notion of preventative methods; yet it is clear that the
alternative to building-specific conservation measures,
the planning approach, has enormous potential for
energy savings in the built environment. The problem,
as the ADL study noted, is that "...little, if any,
research... has been done to develop the most energy
conserving form for urban growth."1
PART III. THE ALTERNATIVES
III.1 The Impact of Land-use Decisions on Energy Use
in the Built Environment
Frank Spink, Technical Publications Director of
the Urban Land Institute in Washington, D. C., recently
made a speech to the American Society of Real Estate
Counsellors regarding the relationship of land-use and
energy policy. At that meeting Spink noted that at a
recent Congressional hearing, it was predicted that in
the next thirty years, under current patterns, we will
urbanize about 18 million acres of land.
The magnitude of this development activity
identifies the need to scrutinize the energy
consumption factors of current development
practices, with the objective of modifying or
eliminating wasteful practices and patterns of
development. The economic life of a development is
is at least fifty years on the average. What
we develop over the next thirty years will set
a pattern for energy demand that will continue
for another twenty to fifty years.... It is this
recognition of the fixed energy demand during
the life of development that clearly identifies
the need to upgrade existing development at
the same time as new development pursues new
approaches. (italics mine)
Spink goes on to identify what those new approaches
for land-use development might be in light of energy
considerations.
1. In general, there should be higher
density development without sacrificing liva-
bility and open space....
2. There will be a greater move towards
mixing of land uses... a significant reversal of
the past trend of zoning codes to require homo-
geneity... a move away from exclusive land use
concepts towards planned mixed-use zones...
3. There will be a greater emphasis on
closer locational relationships between living
working, shopping and recreation...
4. There will be a new importance for the
role of the inner city because of its centrality
and existing infrastructure.
5. There will be a process of infilling of
previously passed-over areas in the suburban
ring.
6. There will be an increased interest in the
revitalization of existing, under-utilized smaller
communities
These developments in land-use practices would parallel
developments in public transportation and tele-communica-
tions systems.
Spink recognizes the deceptive ease of predicting
future trends and is cautious about advocating wide-
scale implementation of such developments without
careful testing and evaluation. He notes for instance
that, "there has been almost no research to support
or disprove some of the ideas suggested," but adds
that these projections were the general consensus of
over two hundred professionals involved in land develop-
ment.
What is significant is that Spink begins to test
one aspect of these implied development trends, the
impact that residential clustering might have on our
largely petroleum-dependent transportation industry.
The questions he asked were aimed at how the clustering
concept would affect local residential street networks'
1. How many residential streets will be built
in the next thirty years?
2. How much could they be reduced?
3. If we reduce them by a given amount,
what are the implications for petroleum energy
conservation?
4. If we reduce local streets, what could
happen to the arterial system in the way of re-
duction, and therefore further conservation?
... A report by the Highway Users Federation suggests
that, during the period 1968 - 1990, we will
add 196,742 miles of local urban streets or
8,942 miles per year to the existing network ...
Using some interpolation, I will suggest that
under current practices, we might expect to build
268,000 miles of local residential streets during
that period 1974 to 2000 which is the next thirty
years.
Assuming that those 268,000 miles of new road
will be built in equal increments over thirty years,
Spink figures the total amount of driving we would do
over an average year. Using 1989 (the midpoint in the
thirty year period), we will have constructed 134,000
miles of new local streets. The average daily mileage
per mile of local road is projected to be 685 miles
per mile of road in 1990, which would mean we would drive
some "92 million miles per day, or thirty-three billion
five hundred million miles in that average year." ,
Over the thirty year period, we could expect to
drive one trillion, five billion miles on those new
streets!
If we then use an average figure of fifteen
miles per gallon on those local streets, the thirty
year consumption of gasoline would amount to sixty-
seven billion gallons, or 1 - 1/2 billion barrels of
gasoline. Currently we average nineteen gallons of
gasoline from each barrel of crude oil. That would
mean that over those 268,000 miles of new streets, our
thirty year driving habits would require 3.4 billion
barrels of crude oil.
In a study for the Real Estate Research
Corporation for the President's Council on
Environmental Quality, HUD and the EPA, ...
a model using a mix of housing types was able to
reduce overall street right-of-way lengths
by fifty percent.
This would imply that the clustering concept would have
the potential of reducing domestic oil production by
one-half (1.5 billion barrels of crude oil) or elimi-
nating a full year of import.
These figures are for local streets only. If we
add the potential impact of reducing arterial roadways
(whose projected average mileage per day per mile of
road is 13,000 (!) rather than 685, "even a small
reduction in the length of that network will have a
dramatic impact." We further add the ancillary figures
of the amount of petroleum-derived asphalt required to
pave those streets and we could save an additional
2.1 billion barrels of crude oil over those 134,000
excludable miles (assuming an average of three percent
asphalt per barrel of crude oil).
It is important to recognize what these long term
land-use development practices imply for energy consump-
tion in the built environment. Admittedly, the major
impact, as stated, is on transportation, but a brief
review of some current and seemingly unrelated develop-
ments/trends may lend support to Spink's hypothesis that
there are greater potential energy savings at minimum
cost via long term planning efforts than by immediate
*
short term methods, and these imply a specific future
land-use development practice.
*
This is not to say that Spink sees long term
efforts as the only means or strategies of an energy
policy. In fact he says, "That is not to say that there
are not substantial energy conservation opportunities
in these two other territories Lmodified vehicles and
modified building design] .... There has been and will
continue to be great need to find solutions to short-
term energy shortfalls."
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111.2. Existing Trends in Physical Planning
Spink noted, in regard to the new approaches for
land-use development practices, that there was "no
research to support or disprove" the ideas which he
suggested, i.e., the trend towards higher density,
mixed-use developments.
However, quite apart from energy considerations
per se, there has been a growing practice of cluster
developments in this country. Planned Unit Developments
(PUD's), New Towns, and New-Towns-In-Towns are all
manifestations of the increasing national sensitivity
to environmental issues in general, and in particular
to the recognition of the finite resources of land itself.
They reflect physical planning concepts of land-use-
practitioners applicable to development of raw land,
infill of the suburban ring, and revitalization of
existing urban areas.
And, moreover, the' search for "an effective means
of rationally developing the physical environment"
has been gaining increased support from public policy
makers.
Congress has shown intense interest in
land policy and it seems likely that sub-
stantial Federal legislation concerned with
land-use planning will be developed in the
near future. The planning of land and related
resources is also receiving increased attention
flI
at the State, regional, and local level as well as
from citizen and public interest groups.
It seems obvious that the trend towards cluster develop-
ments is already underway.
Total Energy Systems
Under the auspices of the National Bureau of Stan-
dards and the Department of Housing and Urban Development,
Total Energy Systems are being field-tested in a number
of urban locales throughout the United States.
The concept of a total energy system is not new,
but to date its primary application has been in the
industrial and commercial sectors. The distinguishing
characteristic of this system is the on-site generation
of electrical power needs using conventional fuels,
boilers, etc., with waste heat recovery and re-use for
space heating, space cooling., and hot water heating.
Proponents of total energy systems believe that
its ultimate efficiencies would be realized in high-
density, mixed-use developments where the peak load
requirements of commerical and/or industrial institutions
would be offset by waste heat re-use for residential
space heating, cooling, and hot water heating.
The long term implications of energy on our national
urban growth patterns are therefore clear: not only
12.
are there greater opportunities for energy savings, at
minimum cost through long-term planning decisions as
Spink suggests, but there is added incentive for
continuation of the cluster development concept which
was spawned of more generic environmental issues. How-
ever, without a planning framework which predicts built
form interaction, and controls and directs that growth,
there may be greater built-form energy inefficiencies
in the resulting higher density environment.
For the architect the dilemma will remain how to
decrease -his/her building's dependency on artificial
conditioning in a higher density situation than perhaps
even exists now. Or to put it another way, the higher
density condition may further reduce whatever marginal
ability an architect presently has to use natural forces
for the conditioning of his building.
What is needed then is a planning framework within
which the clustering concept can work.
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The built order can of course and even sometimes
does possess the qualities of the natural order.
Indeed, the older, timeless, most personal parts
of the built landscape seem so clearly generated
in their own formal and material consistency from
their immediate natural context that it seems al-
most superfluous to state that such places are
desireable and valuable both in themselves and
as prototypes for a larger order. Yet in a time
when virtually any feat of form and/or structure
is considered readily accessible, the actual form
and quality of the built environment is sterile,
monotonous, piecewise, discontinuous and locally
invariant. The intellectual and spatial proto-
types, the geometric ordering of conceptualized and
containerized space have virtually exterminated the
continuity of the natural landscape in the cities,
, and reduced any association with nature to an
occasional tree and bits of grass. The built land-
scape as we know it now is merely a collection of
geometric habitable rocks, depending on the change
of light and shadow, and the rather frantic circu-
lation efforts of its captured populace to give it
any of the quality of change and density which occur
so effortlessly in the natural landscape.
Sanford Bond and Robert J.. Slattery, "A
Debelopment of a Spatial Prototype Related
to Building a High Density Urban Form."
B. Arch. Thesis, M.I.T., 1970.
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PART IV. RALPH KNOWLES: AN URBAN GROWTH MODEL
Over the past decade, Professor Ralph Knowles, now
Dean of the School of Architecture at the University of
Southern California, has been investigating the effects
of natural environmental forces on built forms. His
research has been extensive, ranging from studies of the
natural habitats of insects and animals in large
natural ecosystems to studies of the built forms of
early Indian civilizations in the American Southwest. In
his latest work, Energy and Form: An Ecological Approach
to Urban Growth, Knowles proposes a framework for plan-
ning the development of our urban environments modelled
on the adaptive process of growth and transformation in
the natural world.
Knowles' work begins with an examination of the
structures of the American Indian in the Southwest. In
pueblo housing at Longhouse, Acoma, and Bonita, he
found that there was a conscious and deliberate effort
to integrate the life of the dwellers with the cycles
of nature by a systematic refinement of the forms of
their built environment. The analysis of the pueblo
dwellings revealed a sophisticated use of building
materials and building forms to create a highly efficient
energy system which mitigated the diurnal and seasonal
IE
variations of solar insolation.
Neither the principle of using specific building
materials for their inherent thermal mass, nor the princi-
ple of orienting a building volume to optimize the bene-
fits of natural climatic forces seems particularly remark-
able to us today. But in these allegedly primitive
civilizations, there was a purposeful transformation of
the built environment in response to natural forces; a
transformation based on the obs:ervations, trials, and
errors of generations of pueblo dwellers. This evolution
of the built environment reflected a sophisticated
understanding that both the direction and manner of
built form growth could be deduced from an anticipation
of the cyclically recurring forces of nature. What
seemed like a fundamental and implicitly understood prin-
ciple to pueblo builders circa A.D. 1000,is conspicuously
absent from our urban growth patterns today.
Knowles goes on to develop a detailed method by
which we might translate these principles for use in
our present urban areas. He supplements the information
from the pueblo studies with further observations of a
large natural ecosystem in the Owens Valley in California.
These observations focus on the adaptive responses of
various floral and faunal species (including man) to
the variations of natural forces within that ecosystem.
These adaptive responses, Knowles believes, exhibit an
inherent energy budgeting which has significance for us
today in light of the energy crisis.
Knowles' basic motivation for pursuing the develop-
ment of an ecological planning framework can be found in
the following excerpt:
The form of the modern building is most
often limited by the commercial value of the land,
by the limits of the site, and by any code restric-
tions having to do with how much of the site may
be covered or possible restrictions governing set-
back. The way buildings interact with each other
is usually not planned and remains a matter of
circumstance that results from a rapid rate of
change based on short-term profit. But form and
the interactions resulting from location... can
be used to mitigate the effects of daily and
seasonal insolation. In modern building, they can
replace the need for mechanical support systems.-
The development of this planning framework is too
deatiled to elaborate fully here, but a number of concepts
are important to understand.
Modes of Growth
Characteristically, the maturation of any growth
process involves two stages: simple expansion and
transformation.
The first stage, expansion, is characterized by
a simple multiplication of the fundamental parts and
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reflects low diversity, minimal complexity and in general
the independent functioning of those parts. In the built
environment, this stage of development distinguishes
new growth. Expansion therefore is associated with a
low degree of maturation.
Transformation, on the other hand, reflects a much
higher degree of maturation. In this stage, the indivi-
dual parts do not themselves increase, but undergo a
process in which their forms (use) changes. Growth pro-
cesses in the transformation stage are more stable and
tend to change less rapidly than they do in the expansion
stage; each part becomes larger, more diverse and complex,
and exhibits a maximum degree of differentiation. In
general, the transformation stage is associated with
successive land uses and the older parts of cities.
Surface to Volume Ratio as a Measure of Environmental
Stress
Using the well-known planning technique of overlays,
Knowles maps the ecosystem of the Owens Valley to deter-
mine those areas in which the environmental stresses
are greatest. Examples of the parameters Knowles uses
are: ground water level, incident solar radiation, ambi-
ent air temperature, precipitation, wind variation, topo-
graphy, and geography.
This procedure identifies the differences in the
magnitude of natural.force variation over a particular
area and thereby associates the resulting environmental
stress with a predictable cyclic period.
Because the susceptability of any built arrangement
is a function of the surface to volume ratio (S/V), the
greater the surface area of a built form, the greater
its susceptability to the variations of natural forces.
By mapping an area for its natural force variation,
Knowles makes the correlation between that area's envi-
ronmental stress and a prescribed S/V ratio for that
stress. Knowing where the maximum variations in natural
forces occur, one then has guidelines for determining
where the prescribed S/V ratio must be rigidly adhered
to and where its value can be more flexible.
Areas where the correlation between stress and S/V
has been made are called "domains".
Height to Area Ratio as a Measure of Spatial Impact
The Height to Area ratio (H/A) is simple in concept;
it is based on the belief that any:
...optimum building specification should not be
determined in discrete states without regard for
adjacent conditions.4
Depending on the slope and orientation of a given
1
domain, the area of that domain would determine a cor-
responding height limitation. The height would be set
so that the built form would not have any adverse
affects (e.g., cast shadows) over a neighboring parcel.
Whatever the affects of a built form in a particular
domain would be restricted to take place within the
boundaries of that domain. Obviously this would mean
that the center portions of the domain would have the
greatest height flexibility and flexibility would decrease
as one approached the boundaries of the domain.
The result of these efforts is a series of domains,
each of which has a characteristic environmental stress
value, S/V ratio and H/A ratio. Within each domain
"a simple pyramidical shape would describe the maximum
allowable volume" of the built arrangement. Moreover,
if, for instance, the critical environmental parameter
is solar insolation, "the high point of the volume
would shift according to the slope and orientation" of
the domain.
Near the boundaries of the domain where conditions
are less predictable, the mode of growth would be main-
tained at a low level of organization (simple expansion).
Towards the more stable center, however, a more complex
mode of growth (transformation) would be allowed to develop.
Smaller domains could be aggregated to form larger
domains according to specified directional guidelines.
Their relative stress, S/V, and H/A variables would then
be combined to form unique values for the larger domain.
(This is analogous to the contemporary practice in some
cities of granting a greater height limitation in a
specifically zoned land parcel for historic preservation
of an existing building.)
Knowles' model for urban growth is significant
because it allows the prediction of built form interaction.
It is the unpredictability of this interaction in the
modern urban environment that has caused the heavy
reliance on mechanical equipment to moderate the internal
spaces of individual buildings.
At present, our modern cities are a continually
expanding but perpetually immature arrangement of
discrete structures. Knowles' proposal, once the domains
have been established, would limit this low level growth
mode and encourage a highly diversified and differentiated
development based on natural rhythms in its place.
In practice this would mean that the high-density
mixed-use community indicated by earlier energy con-
siderations could be allowed to develop in the more
stable center of the domain. Unlike present developments
of such communities, which have to be built virtually in
toto, the genesis of the community in the stable center
of the domain could be a simple building block which
would grow by an additive building method to a size
predetermined by the environmental parameter(s) which
were originally considered. All through the maturational
growth process, as the community evolved to increasing
complexity and diversity, the ability to predict the
interaction of the built forms would guarantee perpetual
access to natural forces and form guidelines for the
physical expansion of the community. Because we would
be able to foresee the size and the extent of the community,
the development could be initially powered with state-
of-the-art Total Energy Systems which, as technology
permitted, could be converted to solar/wind power.
HLLK
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This is a site abstracted from Knowles's Owens
Valley study. The site faces East with a 15
degree slope.
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The first and lowest level at which growth
may be organized. The framework at this level
is undifferentiated. (The grid squares are
200 x 200 feet.)
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Fig. 6.5
Pyramidal shape. Each
square in the grid contains
a maximum allowable vol-
ume that could be built
without extending shadows
beyond the square during
the critical insolation per-
iod of each day.
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The second level at which growth may be
organized. The framework exhibits
directionality in relation to the
domainal boundaries.
Fig. 6.8
Org:3n;z:t;onal levels (0 and
4). Basic increments can be
-./stbmatically collected
:nto grcups of increments
that allow potentially more
complex and diverse build-
ing arrangements.
Fig 6.9
Organizational level (16).
Within a complex and diver-
sified arrangement. parts
may shade each other by
design. To reduce adverse
interactions, the substruc-
turn of smaller planes has
bean removed from the
near vicinity of the largest
planes.
Kr
The third and highest level at which growth
may be organized. The framework at this level
exhibits orderliness, directionality, and
variety in the shApes as weil as sizes of
increments comprising it.
Any built arrangement that correlates with
natural diversity will itself exhibit diversity
at a scale that reflects the sources of man's
perceptions. It may be hypothesized for future
testing that an artificial environment made in
response to the recurrences of nature will
exhibit functional differentiation that can act as
an aid to orientation and to the subsequent useful
behavior of man.
Ralph Knowles. Energy and Form: an
Ecological Approach to Urban Growth.
PART V. CONCLUSIONS
The 1973-74 fuel crisis was the first wide-spread
warning of the impending energy disaster. Moreover,
because of the nature of exponential growth patterns,
it may be our last warning as well. This thesis was
written not only from a recognition of the inevitable-
ness of fossil fuel depletion and its consequences for
our society, but out of concern for the means for dealing
with the issue which has been manifested thus far. The
attitude that technology can and will resolve the conflict
between our highly industrialzied lifestyle and limited
resource availability has predominated. Attest to this,
Project Independence and at a more relevant level, the
prepondernace of research into new energy-conserving
materials which are increasingly evident in our own
profession.
Wilson Clark in Energy for Survival has documented
the development of the high energy, high technology socie-
ty we live in. One of the rarely considered effects
of this development is the increasing production of
synthetic materials (in the name of efficiency!) in
lieu of natural biodegradable ones. In many respects,
the development of new energy conserving materials
for architectural purposes only rbinforces this
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trend. Many of the materials are synthetics which are
themselves dependent on finite petroleum fuels for their
chemical components. They thus constitute a non-energy
use of energy resources and only further exacerbate
the depletion of increasingly scarce fossil fuels. Even
coated reflecting glass, a non-synthetic material produced
to reduce solar heat gain in buildings, has had unfore-
seen (foreseen, but ignored?) consequences in the urban
.environment. Litigation proceedings are already under-
way in Boston and Los Angeles where owners of buildings
adjacent to structures using these materials have sued
for damages resulting from the overloading of their build-
ing's cooling equipment by the reflected solar rays. In
some cases, the reflected light and heat have rendered
parts of adjacent buildings completely unuseable during
critical insolation periods.
The underlying message of the energy crisis is
not that technology is not the answer nor that our
present energy conservation measures are insignificant;
rather it is that we may be deceived by the nature of
an exponential growth pattern into thinking that we
have more time than is actually available to effect
remedies.
Manifestly,. therefore, we should allocate our
remaining fossil fuel resources both to delay the inevi-
table exhaustion of these materials and to preserve
what will be needed for the implementation of the
alternative, non-depletable, non-polluting energy
technologies.
It seems particularly fallatious to use limited
supplies of fossil fuels to develop allegedly energy
conserving materials for use in the built environment
when the option will not always be available to us nor
necessarily desireable as an answer to our energy
problems.
At the moment Knowles' planning framework is only
a theoretical model, but he believes that it has
capability of application for both raw land development
and suburban or urban infill:
... Those poorly used areas within the city represent
a significant land resource if growth can take
place as transformation rather than primitive
expansion and if the level of control can be
differentiated to achieve higher diversity.
Differentiating the level of control over growth,
whether by expansion on raw land development or
transformation of the existing city, requires
modelling the growth process before it takes
place. A framework for growth would develop
not the greatest number of parts, but the
greatest distinction among parts, the highest
degree of diversity, and the greatest probability
of associations among adjacent parts. This
would be done with common regard for land re-
sources and for the need not just to increase
individual choice, but to provide a basis for
that choice
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Obviously the implementation of any growth strategy
as pervasive as Knowles' would require extensive testing
and evaluation for its impact on the myriad of social,
financial, and institutional policies which it would
affect. However, this work has attempted to document
the existing, albeit embryonic, movement to develop a
strategy for the growth of the physical environment;
it would not seem unreasonable to include in those efforts
parameters for designing the built environment in sym-
pathy with natural climatic forces.
Critics of high-density developments point out the
well-documented evidence of adverse psychological and
social effects of these developments on their inhabitants.
Moreover there is some question whether the increased
pressures of congested living do not in fact result
in net energy inefficiencies manifested in the traffic
congestion and pollution.
Neither argument is simply rebutted, but the research
of Oscar Newman indicates that adverse social effects
may be more a design issue than one of densities.
Neither is any single proposal an answer for all
possibilities or contingencies; the development of a
planned physical environment would require parallel
developments in transportation and telecommunication
15:
to reduce the frequency, degree, and necessity of people
movement.
If such an urban growth strategy were to be
implemented, the implications for the roles and practices
of the professional designer are clear: no longer would
we be able to think of discrete units in the built
environment. Our design efforts would have to be
cumulative, manifested in an additive building method
which would allow the transformational growth process
to prosper. It would mean the subjugation of our indi-
vidual egos - and those of our corporate clients - to
a cooperative effort for the survival of humanity.
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APPENDIX I
DATA SOURCES FOR IMPORTANT SITE ANALYSIS CONSIDERATIONS*
Climate:
U. S. Weather Bureau
Harbor Master
Airport Records
Local Meteorological Stations
Air Pollution District
Public Health Department
Newspaper Files
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers (precipitation)
AIA/Climate Control Project (see bibliography)
Geology:
U. S. Geological Survey
Bureau of Mines
Geological Portfolio (Geology Libraries)
Boring and well logs (public agencies or private
consultants)
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
Soils:
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
U. S. Department of Agriculture
U. S. Geological Survey
U. S. Soil Conservation Districts
U. S. Agricultural Extensions
Topography:
U. S. Geological Survey
U. S. Soil Conservation Service (slope information)
U. S. Army Relief Maps
Watershed or Flood Control Districts
City or County Planning Agencies (for stereo
aerials)
Water:
U. S. Army Corps of Engineers
U. S. Geological Survey
U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey
U. S. Weather Bureau
Well logs and flood records
Forest and Agricultural experiment stations
Watershed and Flood Control Districts
Vegetation:
U. S. Soil Conservation Service
U. S. Forest Service
U. S. Department of Agriculture
U. S. Department of the Interior
Watershed Districts
Aerial Photos
Richen, J.,"Towards an Operational Method of Site
Analysis," Thesis, University of California, Berkeley,
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EFFECTS OF LANDSCAPE DEVELOPMENT ON
THE NATURAL VENTILATION OF BUILD-
INGS AND THEIR ADJACENT AREAS
MODE TESTS
That landscape design is not merely a decor-
ative art, but has a firm foundation in science as
well as art, is not always a recognized fact. The
investigations described in this report serve, in a
small measure, to emphasize the importance of
landscape design as a science. They should prove
to be of value to the layman and professional alike
and should be of particular interest to the architect,
builder, engineer, nurseryman, and landscape archi-
tect. These investigations also stress the very defi-
nite significance between a structure and what
happens beyond that structure in terms of land-
scape development.
This work constitutes a part of a comprehensive
study of how to make the best use of natural light
and air in the design of buildings and adjacent
areas, which has been underway for some time at
the Texas Engineering Experiment Station. Previous
publications resulting from the research were con-
cerned primarily with the relation of the structural
design of a building to both the distribution of
natural light throughout and the pattern of natural
air movement through its interior.).2* The present
report is concerned with problems of air movement
in the immediate surroundings of a single structure.
The principles involved may, of course, be applied
to other situations as well.
The primary objective of the landscape phase
of the over-all study is to determine by specific
tests how landscape design elements, including
plant materials (trees, shrubs, vines, etc.), walls,
fences,: and other structures affect air movement.
Only a limited number of planting combinations
have been studied to date. The premise on which
the studies are based is that of human comfort,
and interest is not limited to outdoor living alone,
but is critically concerned with the effect which
planting has upon air movement through the build-
ing as well. Plants can only enhance a structure
in proportion to the extent they make it more livable.
The fact that a vertical barrier placed per-
pendicular to the breeze has a pronounced effect
upon the movement of air about the barrier is well
established. The area affected depends on the
*See bibbography.
height and width of the barrier as well as its com-
position. This knowledge has been used to man's
purposes for many years. The protection afforded
to animals as well as humans by shelter belts is
well known .4  It appears logical in the chain of
human events that man should first concern him-
self with protective devices against the most severe
-- . .10. \
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Figure 1.
conditions, in this case, the reduction in the severity
of cold winter winds. Since the shelter belt principle
will work in any location, if care is not exercised
it may work against man's comfort rather than
toward it. The vertical barrier may eliminate the
very desirable cooling breezes during the warm
season. Basically this report is concerned with
methods of making the desirable breeze work to-
ward increasing human comfort.
The problem therefore resolves itself into one
of determining the effect of air movement on indi-
vidual landscape elements and arrangements of
these elements as they relate to buildings. The
study is especially applicable to hot, humid areas
where human comfort depends so completely on
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Figure 2. Breeze pattern around a "landscape moss" model.
evaporation from the skin in the natural cooling
processes.
The validity of using models for testing light
and air movement within buildings was proved in
Research Reports 21, 25, and 26 of the Texas Engi-
neering Experiment Station.'-2- The final section
of this present report includes substantiating data
to prove the usefulness of model tests in outdoor
situations as well.
Figure 1 shows the air stream pattern about a
solid paper model of a round form tree, while the
photograph of Figure 2 shows the pattern about
the "landscape moss" model. These tests led to
the conclusion that:
1. The foliage mass of a tree serves as a direct
block to the passage of air.
2. The speed of the air movement directly
underneath the tree was measurably in-
creased with respect to speeds at stations of
the same height on the lee and windward
sides of the tree.
AIR MOVEMENT PATTERNS PRODUCED BY
VARIOUS PLANTING COBDINATIONS
General Considerations
As a result of the air flow tests run on model
trees and shrubs and the verification of the patterns
thus established by actual field tests, a series of
studies of the effect of location of planting in re-
lation to air flow patterns through a simple struc-
ture was undertaken. Although nearly one hun-
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dred situations were tested, they represent only
the more obvious possibilities. They do, however,
furnish evidence that:
1. Planting can materially affect the movement
of air through and about buildings.
2. Depending on the way it is used, planting
may either augment or reduce the natural
air flow through the building.
3. Planting may cause actual change of direc-
tion of air flow within the building.
4. Planting on the lee side of buildings has
little or no affect on the movement of air
through the building unless it is in such a
a position that it obstructs the outlet open-
ings.
The building and plant models used were at
scale of % inch = 1 foot. The tree models were
constructed of "landscape moss," as were the in-
dividual shrubs. The hedges, made of sponge rub-
ber were somewhat less representative of natural
zz MOPK
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Figure 3. The natural air Row
with ne plating.
pattern of the test model
plant materials, inasmuch as they permitted no
penetration of air. Assuming, however, that the
hedges were broadleaved evergreen plants of vigor-
ous compact growth, the slight air penetration would
not be sufficient to make any significant change in
the patterns established by the model material.
Illustrations on the next few pages show some
of the situations tested to date.
Hedges
Low, medium, and high hedges in various posi-
tions as related to the air inlet openings in a simple
structure are shown. Figure 3 depicts the air flow
through the structure without planting, while Figures
4 through 13 show the air flow patterns for the
various situations tested.
Low Hedge (Less Than 3 Feet High)
AT IULons
5 FEr FROM ILeM
1o FET FM AoNS
10 FME F"OMOS
Figures 4. 5. 6. and 7.
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Medium Hedge
AT BuDING
Figures I1, 12, and 13. As hedge is moved
farther from the building the air pattern approaches
its original state as when no landsoaping existed.
Shrubs
Figures 14 and 15 illustrate medium and high
specimen shrubs in various positions as related to
the air inlet openings of the study structure.
Kz~
0 FEET FROM BiLING
20 FEET FROM BJ|LDlNG
PLAN
SHRUBS 5 FEET ON CENTER
AT BUILDING
Figure 14.
Figures 8. 9. and 10.
]
High Hedge
5 FEET FRfM U.DING
10 FEET FROM SULDING
20 FEET FROM BUILONG
Figures 11. 12. and 13.
AT BUILDING
5 FEET FROM BULOWIG
0 FEET 1RM 5.DING
Figure 15.
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When the shrubs are moved 5, 10, 15, and 20
feet from the building, they cause a diminishinq
downward air flow into the building and an eddy
reaching to the building occurs behind the shrubs.
The eddy to the building disappears and the air
flow through the building becomes normal when
the shrubs are moved to a distance of 25-30 feet
from the building.
Trees
Figures 16 through 18 illustrate a 30-foot-high
tree or trees having a 25-foot spread and approxi-
mately 5-foot-high branching. The trees have been
located in various positions as related to the air
inlet openings in the study structure.
, FET ,0 ,U.L6 0 CETER
Figure 18.
Hedge-tree Combinations
Figures 19 through 32 illustrate a 30-foot-high
tree in combination with low, medium, and high
hedges located in various positions as related to
the air inlet openings of the study structure.
5 FEET FROM BULDNG AT CENTER
Figure 16.
10 FEET FROM BULDMNG AT CNTER
Figure 17.
HEDGE AT BUILDING
TREE 5 FEET FROM BUILDING
Figures 19 and 20.
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SECTION C
Figure 24.
HEDGE 5 FEET FROM BUILDING
TREE 10 FEET FROM BULDING
SECTION A
Figures 21 and 22.
SECTION S
Figures 25. 26. and 27.
SECTION 5
Figure 23.
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PLAN
BUILDING TURNED 90 INTO
THE BREEZE WITH
NO PLANTING
Figures 33 and 34.
HE0GE 10 FEET FROM BULD~IG
TREE 20 FEET FROM OL&DING C00RER
SECTION A
SECTKIS 8 a C
Figures 28, 29, and 30.
Figures 35 and 36.
HEDGE #0 FEET FROM BELOMDIG
TREE 5 FEET FROM BUILDING
N
EDE 30 FEET FROM A.DNG
TREE 20 FEET FROM BUILDING
Figures 31 and 32.
Hedge-building Combinations
Figures 33 through 36 ilustrate medium ond
high hedges located in various positions as related
to de air inst openings of the study structure which
b been oriented with no openings on the wind-
wwd side.
LAFir 37 anS 38FEET
Figures 37 and 34.
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Tree-building Combinations
TREES 5 FEET FROM 5EES 0 FEET FROM
41001dG COMEdE W NDO S 6FEET
Figures 39 and 40.
Tree-hedge-building Combinatons
Figures 41, 42, and 43 illustrate medium and
high hedges in combination with 30-foot high trees
located in various positions as related to the air
inlet openings of the study structure. The structure
has been oriented with no openings on the wind-
ward side.
Figure 43.
FULL-SCALE VS. MODEL TESTS OF
ISOLATED TREES
As the result of model tests, field tests to serve
as substantiating data were made by measuring
air speeds about free standing trees. The methods
and results are shown in the following charts and
diagrams.
Figure 44 shows a typical testing arrangement.
The station points were established at horizontal
intervals of 25 feet from the center of the tree, 75 feet
being the greatest distance tested. In most in-
stances, air speeds were recorded at one-foot verti-
e cal interval to a height of seven feet for each
station. Three readings of two-minute duration
were taken simultaneously with readings at a com-
mon reference point R-5, which was considered as
representing 100 per cent of the breeze. The read-
ings at the other points represent the comparative
speeds in terms of per cent of their respective refer-
ence point (R-5) readings.
The trees which have been tested to date are
Figures 41 and 42. shown in Fiutres 45, 46, and 47.
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Figure 44. Typical Testing Procedure.
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TREE NO. 2
Quorcus stellata-Po.it Oak
Height 45 feet
Spread 60 feet
Caliper 30 inches
Condition Good
Branching 4-foot to 5-foot height
D E
PROFILE-POINTS OF GREATEST SPEEDS
STATION R A
7'-1" 116.5 108.0
6'-0" 107.6 100.7
5'-0" 100.0 93.4
4'-0" 100.4 85.0
C 3'-0" 84.5 80.5
N 2'-0" 76.1 50.9
E 1'-0" 53.3 48.3
B C D E F
71.7
79.5
95.1
96.9
118.0
106.2
86.5
33,1 57.9 64.1
47.5 57.1 64.2
52.6 67.7 68.9
79.4 69.9 73.7
97.1 75.4 43.8
75,9 68.9 37.2
61.8 28.6 5M4
Speeds in per cent of respoctive reference point (R-5) readings.
Figure 46.
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TREE NO. 3
drummondi-Western Soapborry
24 feet
22 feet
6 inches
Good
3-foot to 4-foot height
RG H
R A B C D E F G H
132.5
121.9
127.6
113.4
105.8
101.8
136.0
122.8
125.4
113.4
105.6
101.0
127.0
132.5
125.5
116.8
103.8
100.7
123.6
123.1
123.3
116.3
84.3
88.7
130.7
128.8
97.6
74.9
43.2
80.3
139.9
97.3
69.0
64.6
45.6
47.5
130.3
123.3
102.0
52.3
57.4
48.2
118.9
122.1
U8.2
68.0
73.6
60.2
130.8
121.0
126.6
984
100.6
93.1
Speeds in per cent of respective reference point (R-5) readings.
Figue 47.
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Sapindus
Height
Spread
Caliper
Condition
Branching
05
15
10
7
GL.
PROFILE-POINTS OF GREATEST SPEEDS
STATION
30'-0"
25'-0"
20'-0"
15'-0"
10'0"0
7-0"
THE NATURAL VENTILATION OF BUILDINGS 1
On Tree No. 1 (Figure 45) and Tree No. 2
(Figure 46) the testing was carried to a seven-foot
height inasmuch as the space from the earth's sur-
face to seven feet above it might be considered the
primary human living zone. The testing for Tree
No. 2 was done twice. Figure 46 shows the result
of the second test, which was virtually the same as
the first. The photograph in Figure 46 shows the
testing equipment in place.
Tree No. 3 (Figure 47) was tested to a height
of 30 feet above the ground or approximately 6 feet
above the top of the tree. This test was done with
the intent to verify further the air flow pattern ob-
served in the model tests. The photograph in Figure
47 also shows the testing equipment in place. The
mast is an aluminum television tower which was
light enough to be handled with ease.
Figure 48 compares the air speeds for stations
at common heights and equidistant from the tree
on the lee and windward sides. Thus for Tree No.
3, E at the edge of the foliage mass on the lee side
is compared at C at the edge of the foliage on the
windward side, etc. The averages for the heights
7 feet through 20 feet are significant inasmuch as
the greatest foliage mass of the tree occurred
through that area.
Figure 49 shows the results of testing the air
speeds about a "landscape moss" model (built to
a scale of 1/2 inch = 1 foot) by following the same
procedure used in the field tests. It further con-
firms the reliability of using model materials for
landscape testing purposes.
PERCENTAGE OF LEE TO WINDWARD SPEEDS FOR CORRESPONDING STATIONS, TREE NO. 3
DISTANCE FROM EDGE OF
CENTER OF TREE 75' 50' 25' FOLIAGE MASS
PERCENTAGE OF LEE TO
WINDWARD STATIONS H to R G to A F to B E to C
30' 98.7 87.4 102.7 113.2
0
25' 99.3 99.5 93.0 79.0
m 20' 99.3 70.3 81.2 56.0
15' 87.3 60.0 44.8 55.7
10' 95.0 69.7 55.3 54.2
7' 91.5 69.4 47.8 535
AVERAGE FOR
7' - 20' 93.2 67.0 57.3 54.7
Figure 4.
IIZ.
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MOSS TREE MODEL
R
PROFILE-POINTS OF
STATION
7'4" 98.4
6'-1,' 102.3
'" 51-0100.0
4'-0" 95.4
3'-0" 102.3
2-0" 96.4
l'1-0" 82.4
A B C D E F
GREATEST SPEEDS
C
24.0
32.5
48.2
65.8
82.4
89.3
82.4
Speeds in per cent of respective reference point (R-5) readings.
Figure 40.
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APPENDIX II
NOTES RELATED TO THE DESIGN OF AN URBAN HIGH SCHOOL
The primary objective of doing a design project
was to test generic energy conservation measures against
programmatic and other more qualitative aspects of the
design process. Although the principles for sensitive
design viz a viz energy reasons are known, rarely is
the ideal situation available which allows the architect
to implement the most energy conserving scheme. And
although energy considerations are becoming increasingly
important as a design factor, it is believed they should
not be the sole impetus for a design decision. Hence,
the attempt to understand the limitations of energy
considerations as they conflicted with the more tradi-
tional design parameters. The school project was chosen
primarily for two reasons.
First, unlike commercial or residential structures,
schools have an inherent spatial heterogeneity reflected
in the diversity of spatial sizes and spatial use patterns
which make them more conducive to a broader range of
alternative energy conservation measures. For instance,
if one does not have a site which permits building
orientation or building configuration manipulation, it
may be possible to offset the resulting energy disadvan-
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tages by judicious interior space planning. This would
not be possible in the spatially more homogenous require-
ments of commercial structures or the more inflexible
use patterns of residential units.
Second, before implementation of any energy conser-
vation strategy, it is wise to know where the greatest
potential lies for conservation measures. By this I
mean that a generic energy conservation principle,
e.g., greater insulation, may have greater potential for
energy savings in one specific building type than in
others. If for instance one is designing a commercial
building where the primary energy use is for artificial
lighting, it may be unwise to devote excessive time and
energies in wall detailing to promote what might well
prove to be a negligible prevention of heat loss.
To date Richard G. Stein and Associates have
compiled the most extensive analysis of energy use in a
specific building type. Their report, entitled "Edu-
cational Tasks and Environmental Conditions" (see
Bibliography) is an exhaustive examination of energy
use patterns in New York City schools. Although, the
report is limited to a specific geographical region,
its significance lies in its capability to serve as a
model for analyzing energy use in other building types.
It provides detailed information about the various sectors
of energy use in the urban high schools which were
examined. For instance (see accompanying figure) 35
percent of energy used in the schools was a consequence
of the need for heating replacement air for ventilation.
That would imply the use of some heat-recycling heat-
exchanging device in the duct system. Other energy
use sectors could be analyzed in a similar way to
develop an overall energy conservation strategy.
The Program
The program for the school evolved from two studies
commissioned by the Cambridge School Committee during the
late 1960's, and early 1970's, when the initial analysis
of the educational needs for the city began. I adapted
the concept of a "career development laboratory" which was
the term applied to the various non-classroom facilities,
e.g., laboratories, workshops, etc. My basic programmatic
intent was to design a place where the various activities
associated with the myriad vocational opportunities for
the students could be on display. I also tried to inte-
grate that concept into a facility capable of community
use which presently occurs concurrently in the adjacent
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War Memorial Building (swimming pool, gymnasium, etc.) w
with school use.
I spent a number of days visiting the schools
observing how students used and adapted the present
facilities for their use. Two principle observations
resulted. First, the students made every attempt to
escape from the interior of the schools which were
laid out in a classic endless corridor/cellular organi-
zation. The interior ambience seemed particularly hos-
tile and unsuitable for any lingering or small group
gathering.
Secondly, and no doubt a direct consequence of
the preceding condition, students used the external
edges of the building extensively. In particular they
lingered on steps, around used and unused entrances and
exits and gathered in small.groups in the adjacent
park next to the public library.
Although the foregoing examination was at best
cursory, together with "energy" considerations, there
were a number of implications for the design:
1. Establish a link between the existing community
facilities (War Memorial) and the new school.
2. Try to use built form to provide sheltered
exterior spaces.
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3. Attempt to design an interior environment which
would emphasize visibility and access to the
particular activities in process while
encouraging "lingering" and small gatherings.
4. "Stack" the mass towards the northern side of
the site (this would shelter the southern
exposure from winter winds).
5. Minimize volume but extend perimeter wall
(exposure on south side) to decrease overall
heat loss, but allow use of heating panel on
south wall (see detail drawing) and maximize
possibility of natural daylighting.
The accompanying drawings document one of the
first schemes I developed. It is far from a finished
product, but I think indicates the general strategies
I pursued in attempting to resolve both programmatic
and energy considerations.
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SUMMARY OF PROGRAM
CAMBRIDGE HIGH SCHOOLS
I. Career Development Labs
A. Engineering
B. Natural Resources
C. Communication Arts
D. Human Resources
E. Business Administration
II. Supporting Facilities
A. Auditorium
B. Media Center
C. Food Services
D. Administration
E. Guidance/Health
F. Custodial/Storage
Total Net Program Area =
Total Gross Area =
IzI
26,700
9,500
26,825
18,200
11,375
15,625
16,000
21,675
4,250
7,455
3,625
161,230
x 1.5
241,845
sq.ft.
it
it
it
sq.ft.
it
if
it
sq.ft.
sq.ft.
1. CAREER LABS
A. Engineering
Automotive
Electrical
Carp/milling
Machine
Ptg. dec.
Plumbing
Rel. classrooms
Area for 2,500 students
(no. of rooms/total area)
3/8,000
1/2,500
2/4,400
2/4,400
2/2,400
3/3,200
3/1,800
sq.ft.
it
It
it
it
it
"t
B. Natural Resources
Air cond.
Sheet metal
Agri-bus.
Greenhouse
1/3,000
1/3,000
1/2,000
1/1,500
C. Communication Arts
a) Fine arts
b) Music
c) Electronics
d) Printing
e) Drafting
D. Human Resources
a) Foods lab
b) Clothing
c) Family living
d) Classrooms
e) Nursery/demo
f) Culinary arts
g) Medical serv.
h) Beauty culture
17/8,525
22/10,425
1/1875
1/3,250
2/2,750
1/1,500
1/1,250
1/750
2/1,500
2/2,400
2/4,000
3/5,000
1/1,800
\ZI
Area for 2,500 students
(no. of rooms/totalarea)
E. Business Administration
a) Typing 4/4,000 sq. ft.
b) Bookkeeping 1/875 "
c) Off Pr./Mach. 2/2,000 "
d) Lg. Grp. Instruction 1/1,500 "
e) Classroom 1/750 "
f) Dist. Educ. 2/2,350
II. SUPPORTING FACILITIES
A. Auditorium
Activities
1. Stage 1/2,000
2. Orchestra 1/500
3. Main Floor 3/8,000 "
4. Stagecraft
5. Projection 1/250
6. Ticket Office 1/125
7. Dress/Toilets/Costumes 1/625
8. Dress/Toilets/Costumes 1/625
9. Property Stage Furn. 1/1,000
10. Dance/Rehers. 1/1,250
Total
Sq. ft./Student 12/15,625
6.3
B. Media Center
Activities
1. Circulation, Distrib. 1/375
2. Reading, Viewing 4/6,000
3. Small Group 3/750
4. Multi-Use 1/250
5. C-I-T-Y 1/500
6. Offices 1/500
7. Workroom/Repair 1/250
8. Mat. & Equip. Stor. 1/250
9. TV Studio 1/750
10. Control Rm. 1/125
11. Multi-Media Central Srce. 1/2,500 "
12. Media Prod./Dial Access. 1/500
13. Distribute for Alternative/
Pilot/Special 1/2,500
14. Preview/Listen 1/250
15. Rare Book, Lockable 1/250
16. Periodical 1/250
Total
Sq. ft./Student 23/16,000
I 3 6.4
Activities
Student Cafeteria 5/14,000 sq. ft.
Faculty Dining 1/1,000 "t
Kitchen
Preparation/Serv. 1/3,800 "
Cold Storage 1/500 "
Dry Storage 1/1,200 "
Non-food 1/25 "
Can Washing 2/200
Men's Locker 1/150
Women's Locker 1/200
Office 1/200
Dishwashing 1/400
Total
Sq. ft./Student 16/21,675
8.7
D. Administration
Activities
Cambridge High and Latin
Recep/Sect. 1/375
Coat Storage -
Headmaster's Office 1/250
Admin. Assn't Office 2/250
Conference 1/375
Records Storage 2/375
Materials Storage 1/125
Toilets gr.
Assn't Headmaster's Office 5/625
Assn't Hd. Sect-Recep. 5/1,250
Dean's Office 5/625
Total 17/4,250
E. Guidance/Health
Activities
Waiting Room 1/125
Exam/Dental 1/250
Nurse's Office 1/125
First Aid 1/125
Isolation Room 1/125
Toilet 2/60
Dental 1/125
Total
Sq. ft./Student 9/1,055
0.4
1z4
C. Food Services Area for 2,500 students
F. Custodial/Storage
Activities
Constellation Service
Central Supplies
Central Book Receiving
Custodian's Office
Custodian's Workshop
Total
Sq. ft./Student
Area for 2,500 students
5/625
2/1,000
1/500
1/500
1/1,000
10/3,625
1.5
Each House
Eng./C.S.
Eng.
Eng.
Eng.
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1. Collector plate with ab-
soptive surface, backed with
insulation.
2. Transparent fiberglass
3. Translucent insulating panel,
4. Manually operated damper
shown in heating cycle oosi-
tion, directing solar warmed
air into the room. When in
dotted position, air is dis-
charged to the outside.
5. Self-operating insulated
flaps, automatically close
when air is being discharged
to the outside.
6. Sliding glass window for
ventilation can be moved behind
translucent panel (3).
7. Conventional convector.
8. Entry for room air to be
heated by thermo-siphoning
panel.
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